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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 In the modern tech environment, remote desktop sharing is very popular and often much-

needed for daily work. Yet, many existing solutions hinge on the conventional client-server 

model, necessitating additional tools and software for effective desktop access. There exists a 

notable research gap concerning Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) delivery via a peer-to-peer 

architecture. This study introduces a browser-centric web application leveraging peer-to-peer 

communication for seamless remote desktop access. By integrating state-of-the-art technologies 

including Google’s WebRTC framework, STUN servers, and signaling servers, we offer an in-

browser remote desktop experience, evaluating its performance in terms of responsiveness and 

user-friendliness. Our findings indicate promising prospects for WebRTC-driven remote desktop 

platforms. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 Currently, in the field of computing, there is a growing need for access to machine 

resources – and it is growing exceedingly necessary that large organizations and typical users 

have an accessible method for acquiring such resources. As a result, virtual desktop technologies 

such as Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI), Virtual Desktop Clouds (VDC), and Desktop-as-a-

Service (DaaS) have become standard services that are widely offered across many platforms. 

They provide a method of virtualization for end users to gain access to a wide variety of machine 

types that may otherwise be unavailable. Furthermore, these technologies are key in providing 

not just local virtual machine systems, but access to remote desktop machines as well [1]. 

Thus, to combine many of the current tools available in the remote desktop field and 

provide a solution to many of the current issues that both users and administrators face, a peer-

to-peer architecture for connections of remote desktops, P2P-Connect, is proposed. Through the 

utilization of the web-based screen capture technology through the browser-based JavaScript 

framework Electron, P2P-Connect aims to make the remote desktop generally more accessible 

than other methods which, for example, may require installation of a separate VNC viewer 

application on the user’s end to access the virtual machine running the VNC server. Additionally, 

the implementation of the WebRTC protocol provides a simple API that is open source, easy to 

modify and customize, and aims to increase or at least match speed when compared to traditional 
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technologies and software such as pure WebSocket communications and noVNC-based 

implementations of remote desktop protocols. 

Background 

Web Real-Time Communication 

 Published as an open-source technology in 2011, Web Real-Time Communication 

(WebRTC) is a relatively novel web-based protocol that allows for a browser or mobile 

application to interact with a variety of data and media sources in real time. WebRTC is 

supported by most of the major browsers, including Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and 

Opera. Furthermore, WebRTC has components for becoming accessible via built-in Web APIs  

that are easily interactable using a variety of programming languages [2], [3]. Several 

components go into the WebRTC connection establishment process, including STUN/TURN 

servers, ICE candidates, SDP information, and signaling servers, which all result in a fast UDP 

(User Datagram Protocol) based peer-to-peer connection over the web. Figure 1.1 shows a basic 

WebRTC communication pipeline using signaling servers to establish an RTC Peer Connection 

to exchange media data. 
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Figure 1.1 

 

Basic WebRTC Communication Pipeline 

 

ICE, STUN, and TURN 

One of the most prevalent issues in the design of the peer-to-peer communication scheme 

is allowing the peers to talk to one another, despite peers typically residing within a private 

subnet, rather than having a public IP address that is visible to peers outside the network. As a 

result, it is necessary to bypass these NAT (Network Address Translation) restrictions via NAT 

traversal. Thus, WebRTC leverages the ICE (Interactive Connectivity Establishment) protocol, 

which is an established method in which peers can generate traversal candidates that can tell the 

other peers how to communicate with one another. The two most popular techniques to 

implement the ICE protocol are in the form of either STUN (Simple Traversal of UDP over 

NATs) or TURN (Traversal Using Relay NAT) servers as stated by [4]. Figure 1.2 shows the 

typical event order of requests between two peers on a STUN server. Initially, binding requests 

are sent, then binding responses are sent back and determine if NAT is being used. This allows 
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the peers to then communicate their public IP and port number to one another to allow them to 

connect behind NAT. 

 

Figure 1.2 

 

STUN Events 
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A STUN server allows clients to send their respective IP and port combinations that they 

are using to communicate and in the same way, acquire that information about other clients from 

the STUN server so that the client knows with what machines it is able to communicate. 

However, this exchange of information is only possible if the machines that are trying to 

communicate with one another are all behind normal or restricted NAT types. In the case that a 

client is behind symmetric NAT, this style of communication will fail, and a TURN server must 

be used instead. The TURN server acts as a traditional client-server mechanism in order to 

facilitate communication between two peers, with the TURN server acting as a relay for the 

peers.  

Signaling 

 The final main communication protocol required to enable WebRTC is a signaling 

protocol. It is a necessity that for two or more RTC peers to establish a connection via the ICE 

Candidates via a STUN or TURN server, they must first signal to each other their Session 

Description Protocols (SDPs), which contains all of the multimedia information that the two 

peers will use in their established RTC peer connection. An important aspect of signaling is that 

it can essentially be done via any method that allows information to get from one peer to another. 

One of the most common methods of signaling is to utilize WebSocket connections. These 

socketed connections allow for two-way communication over a single TCP socket via a web 

client and a remote host, allowing users to instantiate the necessary SDP information within the 

RTC configurations before establishing the UDP-based RTC peer connection.   

Contributions of Study 

The following are the contributions of this study: 
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• A remote desktop accessibility application using WebRTC, which has little exploration 

for use in the field of Desktop-as-a-Service.  

• A peer-to-peer architecture for a distribution service of remote desktops. Whereas most 

current solutions provide a client-server model, this paper explores a peer-to-peer 

architecture as a promising potential model for alleviating the issue of server overhead. 

This is particularly important for smaller organizations that cannot support full 

integration of multiple servers and the load balancing overhead that comes along with 

those servers.  

• Finally, a way to traverse typical NAT restrictions without requiring the use of additional 

tools such as a reverse proxy server to expose machines behind a private NAT to a 

publicly facing application. Additionally, by reducing the amount of persistent middle 

points within a network infrastructure, less provisioning will ideally be required for 

service managers and administrators when maintaining services within an organization. 

Organization 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter II examines the related 

works on remote desktop services and technologies. Chapter III provides an overview of the 

methodology and tools used to develop the architecture of the solution. Chapter IV will provide 

the findings of the design analysis. Finally, Chapter V discusses the results and future 

developmental possibilities, and a short conclusion is given.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

In this chapter, thorough descriptions and reviews of the literature relating to virtual 

machines and virtual desktop infrastructures are given. Specifically, this chapter examines the 

different models that are used to serve virtual desktops for both viewing as well as control. It also 

details some key accessibility tools used to improve current virtual desktop solutions. Section I 

details several architectures that use a client-server model for desktop distribution. Section II 

examines the architectures that use peer-to-peer connections for distribution. Section III reviews 

other architectures focused on accessibility and security as primary components for distribution. 

Finally, section IV discusses and summarizes the chapter.  

Client-Server Model 

The most common form of distributing virtual desktops is through a client-server model, 

wherein a client accesses the virtual services provided by a server node on the network. This 

model provides an easy way for providers to grant access to a virtual environment for the end 

user.  

Kim et al. in [5] explored the resource utilization of cloud-based virtual desktop 

infrastructure, particularly the increased bandwidth usage of the virtual desktop display 

protocols. They describe that while many proprietary virtual desktop display protocols are 

improving in terms of the user experience via the implementation of feature enrichment such as 
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audio and video services on the remote desktop, these protocols are continuously increasing in 

bandwidth usage. As a result, they propose a new design and implementation of the virtual 

desktop system using a lightweight virtual desktop display protocol based on cloud Desktop-as-

a-Service (DaaS). It was concluded that the most efficient method of reducing the bandwidth of 

the display protocol was to reduce the size of the display session data using the MJPEGS video 

compression algorithm. 

Motivated by the increasing demand for the use of IT resources, and the issues that this 

increasing demand poses, [6] investigates remote desktop virtualization technologies and thus 

proposes a new desktop virtualization system, FastDesk. The research claims that FastDesk 

provides a robust solution for improving upon many popular remote desktop virtualization 

platforms, which are purported to be lacking in performance in terms of response time, quality, 

and cost. FastDesk works utilizing a server-push mechanism, which is operated by one or many 

management nodes that serve as the centralized control nodes that control the service nodes and 

manage their resources. These service nodes are the physical machines in which the virtual 

machines are run, depending on server requests. Utilizing a variety of algorithms and improved 

video streaming technology, FastDesk can achieve low CPU utilization, quick response times, 

and efficient bandwidth utilization. 

While desktop virtualization has been greatly explored, much of the research and 

technology developed for remote desktop virtualization is centered around providing an entire 

desktop experience, reducing latency for the user, and user experience. However, Lai et al. claim 

in [7] that there has been a low focus on the granularity of the system, as well as protocol 

optimization. Thus, they propose a lightweight desktop virtualization system. This system allows 
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for single application windows to be shared, as well as new protocol development to control the 

interactions between the clients and servers. The main tools used to create this system are 

application streaming to reduce application costs while increasing computing resource 

utilization, as well as the Remote Order Transmission (ROT) protocol, which is a platform-

independent client-server protocol that reduces the data processing overhead and increases 

portability among the systems. 

While traditional remote desktop services provide utility in the form of resource 

consolidation, reduced client overhead, and ease of management, many of the currently available 

tools only allow for low-motion graphical cases, such that video streaming or real-time 

interactivity becomes an issue. Thus, the streaming based remote interactivity architecture  -

SRIDesk - is proposed in [8]. In order to achieve its high playback rate, SRIDesk implements a 

server-push streaming mechanism and low-bandwidth high-performance encoders, such as the 

H.264 encoder, to allow for low-latency client-server synchronization of the display. Compared 

to other remote desktop services, SRIDesk is comparable to or better than many other tools 

regarding interaction response times, video quality, scalability, and resource consumption. 

The client-server model has several scalable remote desktop services that not only allow 

for desktop sharing but full desktop control as well. However, this requires both management of 

the client machine as well as the distributing server to ensure the end-user experience. This 

model is contrasted by the relatively more easily managed peer-to-peer model, which uses a 

distributed network of nodes to access and supply virtual desktop resources.  
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Peer-to-Peer 

Several tools were developed for desktop sharing that utilize peer-to-peer network 

architectures. These architectures mainly rely on a WebRTC-based approach to achieve their 

peer-to-peer configurations. For instance, Iwata et al. in [9] detail a solution to allow for greater 

usability of a local desktop through the implementation of an any-window sharing mechanism on 

remote desktops, such that the remote desktop takes up much less display utilization of the local 

desktop. This has many use cases, particularly in collaborative work efforts where one wishes to 

share a particular window of an application for shared editing or viewing, without wanting to 

share access to the entire desktop. This architecture utilizes a smartphone to control the windows 

to be accessed on the different machines. Wi-Fi is used to enable the sharing of files and 

application window functions between the systems, and Bluetooth is used to connect the 

smartphone and machines with a single operation device. Furthermore, the file-sharing and 

application window-sharing mechanism uses the WebRTC API to leverage these utilities. The 

host PC acts as a server which allows the remote clients to get the host client's peer ID for peer-

to-peer connections.  

With a focus on the increased importance of online collaborative tools, Lucas et al. 

propose a WebRTC-based solution in [10] for synchronous multi-user collaboration, known as 

“USE Together”. This solution is unique in that it provides multiple improvements over many of 

its modern counterparts, including a low-latency user experience, ease of access, encrypted 

streams for heightened data security, and flexibility of deployment. This is accomplished by 

implementing a specific architecture that enables multiple users to connect to each other through 

a signaling server. First, the host user who initiates the connection activates the USE engine, 

which is composed of two parts, namely the USE Engine Core and USE Engine GUI, which 
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handle data transmission and GUI features respectively. Once the USE engine is activated by the 

host, the signaling server can then handle the Peer-to-Peer communication between the host and 

remote users, allowing the remote users to easily join the host session and utilize the 

collaborative intent of the tool.  

While these tools are successfully able to leverage the peer-to-peer nature of RTC, the 

virtual desktop service isn’t complete. Most of the modern literature simply provides a video 

stream or desktop viewing experience. There doesn’t seem to be much literature about full 

desktop control using peer-to-peer architectures.  

Accessibility and Security 

Zhang et al. in [11] detail a solution that solves the problem of a user not being able to 

maintain unique desktop configurations, even if running the applications on the same machine, 

allowing a user to run personalized software on any computer, as long as it is compatible, across 

the internet, even if the software does not exist on the local host being used to access the 

software. Furthermore, the software configurations and customization options can be saved for 

use across multiple systems. The main steps used to implement this solution are as follows. First, 

they address the issue of the installation of the applications that are intended to be run. This is 

done via a combination of an installation snapshot and API interception. The installation 

snapshot is created using a system-monitoring tool to log any changes made to the hard disk, 

registry, and configuration files during the application’s installation process. Then, the 

installation snapshot is made accessible to the application’s executable file via an API 

interception, which intercepts calls from the underlying system and reroutes the necessary calls 

to the private registry which holds the unique configuration data. To facilitate the downloading 
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of the portable application, a P2P architecture is implemented using a dedicated server that uses a 

BitTorrent protocol in the form of libtorrent. 

Accessibility is a very important concern for the user of virtualization technology. [12] 

addresses this issue and describes potential solutions to common accessibility issues using the 

noVNC service in conjunction with a remote desktop proxy. Using customizable virtual machine 

technology, users can save and reload their settings easily, and thus quickly begin access to their 

system. The main system architecture they propose integrates a Web-Socket proxy server, which 

sits between the VNC server and the VNC web client. The proxy server receives commands from 

the web application and relates these inputs to the VNC. Furthermore, the proxy server can 

process screen content for the web application as well. Finally, CLEVER is used as the VIM for 

the management of virtual machine environments. 

In order to facilitate the usage of remote desktop applications, Sridhar et al. examine a 

solution that implements IP tunneling. Several algorithms are designed to implement the 

necessary tools required to run the remote-server application of both the client side, which the 

user accesses, and the server side, which hosts the server and desktop to be shared. The client-

side consists of an HTML page, using JavaScript to capture any events that occur on the client’s 

page. AJAX is then used to send requests to the server, as well as update the client image every 

time that the server updates in response to these events. This system can be implemented in both 

a local network, as well as over the internet. The local network deployment requires minimal tool 

implementation, using Flask to run the server, and the algorithms handle the remote desktop 

application. For over-the-internet deployment, IP tunneling is required to allow the local machine 

to be accessed from outside the local network. The ngrok service is utilized in order to facilitate 
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this IP tunneling, where an ngrok client exposes the port to the ngrok server, creating a tunnel to 

the locally hosted server, which can be used to send and receive responses.  

Li et al. propose in [12] a new protocol to facilitate mobile desktop-as-a-service systems. 

They implement the MPEG Media Transport (MMT) system format which acts as the media 

transport for streaming video in order to accommodate screen rendering in the system. In 

conjunction with MMT streaming, a screen content coding extension is used for the compression 

of the desktop screen. This architecture also utilizes the Google Congest Control algorithm to 

maintain an efficient sending rate based on network probing in order to prevent congestion issues 

within the network. These tools allow for a very simplified DaaS infrastructure and reduced 

bandwidth consumption while maintaining a similar visual quality when compared to the Red 

Hat SPICE DaaS application.  

[13] examines improved security for the Windows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP). 

They detail that while RDP has many security features including user authentication and 

encryption, the network is still vulnerable to attacks. The two main attacks of concern are 

password guessing attacks, wherein the username and password credentials of the user are at risk 

of being guessed. The other is a man-in-the-middle attack, wherein the attacker can impersonate 

the real server and steal credentials using this method. Thus, they propose implementing the RDP 

over an SSL VPN, which allows for credential authentication through digital certificates, as well 

as establishing a monitored connection from the VPN to the application server to ensure validity 

when the server information is relayed to the client. 

In [14] a new device, ProGun, is proposed in order to address security issues that arise as 

a result of remote access to systems. ProGun works as a USB dongle hardware device that has 
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been hardened and restricted to allow for secure access from a local machine to a remote 

location. A VPN configuration sits inside the USB, which fixes the connection from the local 

machine automatically and forwards all connections through the VPN tunnel. Furthermore, the 

USB has logging features to keep track of which device malicious network activity is coming 

from for improved security. Additional accessibility features are also implemented in the 

ProGun, as user data can be stored and reloaded whenever needed from the ProGun, e.g., the 

remote desktop protocol settings for the user. 

Summary 

 Several different aspects of the literature were examined regarding the development and 

usability of Desktop-as-a-Service structures. Both client-server models and peer-to-peer models 

were examined in terms of their performance and design philosophy. Among the results that do 

exist, most are bulky, requiring provisioning and installation from a user to either run the tool or 

access the remote desktop. Additional parameters related to remote desktop services were also 

examined, such as research involving the accessibility of a remote desktop, as well as the 

security of remote desktops. It was shown that relatively little peer-to-peer data exists in the field 

of remote desktop control, and even less utilizing RTC in general.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 In this chapter, a description of the methods used to create and serve the virtual machines 

and necessary networking components. The primary motivations for this design choice are given 

in Section I. Next, in section II, an overview of the architecture and justification for the various 

tools and services chosen is given. In addition, an in-depth examination of the various 

communication endpoints is given in section II. Then, the specific implementation of the primary 

methods and libraries used is given for both the front-end and back-end of the project in section 

III.  

Motivations for Design 

The P2P-Connect platform is designed to provide an easily accessible and manageable 

remote desktop environment. It aims to give remote desktop distributors a way to manageably 

provide a remote desktop environment to users via its peer-to-peer network setup, reducing the 

load on the servers handling the distribution, while keeping maintenance and management 

overhead to a minimum, a problem commonly seen in client-server models. Additionally, the 

various communication protocols can allow for a simple way to bypass NAT restrictions on both 

ends of the architecture, allowing private machines to be accessed from a public web application. 

Furthermore, it aims to allow users to access the remote desktop through a simple web 

application interface, where they can connect to the provided machines with nominal knowledge 

and application setup.  
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Architecture 

 The system design of P2P-Connect is targeted around allowing a private machine that is 

not exposed to the internet, such as one behind a restricted NAT, to easily communicate with a 

web server that serves the remote desktop via the browser. In total, there will be at least three 

different communication endpoints during the set-up phase of the connection, or more depending 

on how the administrator decides to establish the RTC connection with the remote desktop. Each 

of these endpoints serves a unique purpose in the P2P-Connect networking schema, and as such 

are necessary components for the system to run effectively. A detailed full-scale application 

architecture diagram is given in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 

 

Full-scale Application Architecture 
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Remote Desktop Endpoint 

  The first critical endpoint is the remote desktop that is to be shared with the public 

webserver. It is on this remote desktop that almost all of the libraries and tools necessary for the 

function of the system reside. These libraries include a JavaScript-based desktop application 

framework known as Electron and a React framework application back-end to instantiate the 

WebRTC connection and transmit this data to the web server endpoint. The primary focus of the 

back-end logic for the remote desktop endpoint is serving the captured desktop through an RTC 

peer connection, rather than through a common display protocol such as the remote framebuffer 

protocol (RFB) that is used by VNC. This Electron desktop is the primary tool that results in the 

real-time streaming of the remote machine’s desktop to the public webserver. This is 

accomplished by capturing the screen of the remote desktop, and then passing the media stream 

through the RTC peer connection to the other peer, where it can load and interact with the video 

stream via the public webpage’s canvas. Additionally, there is some logic dedicated to 

instantiating the peer connection and sending its SDP information, which is done via a 

WebSocket connection using the socket.io library in combination with the signaling logic and 

STUN server set up using the open source coturn library. 

Public Web Application Endpoint 

 The web application is created using a combination of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and 

React in order to serve the public-facing webpage.  This webpage exists to render and stream the 

captured desktop media stream data that is transmitted over the open RTC peer connection in the 

browser. It is in this browser that the remote-control logic is created using the canvas elements 

within the React application renderer. Using the RTC data channel created in the remote desktop 

endpoint, which is an additional bidirectional arbitrary data transference channel separate from 
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the one used to stream media over the RTC peer connection while remaining attached to the peer 

connection, the React app can send real-time events that capture mouse and keyboard events 

happening within the canvas of the public React application. This simultaneously provides user 

accessibility to the remote desktop, while keeping the rest of the private network relatively 

obfuscated from the users, only giving them access to the hosted web application and the single 

remote desktop, which may reside on different networks, allowing for more fine-grained control 

of the remote desktop’s security. 

STUN and Signaling Endpoints 

 The remaining necessary endpoints involved in the establishment of the connection 

among the peers are solely dedicated to transmitting the information sent from one peer to 

another or facilitating that transmission. The STUN server is the key component for allowing the 

remote desktop and web server to communicate with one another, even behind NAT. The STUN 

server is created using the open-source library “coturn,” due to its ease of setup and reliability. 

While there are several public STUN servers available to use, creating one’s own server allows 

for more flexible management of the STUN configurations, and is thus much more maintainable, 

and prevents any errors from a sudden third-party shutdown or denial of service such as during 

server maintenance.  

The signaling server logic is contained in both the public web application as well as the 

back-end react logic that waits for specific SDP types to be broadcast to the server hosting the 

socket.io server, namely the offer and answer from the peers, collects the messages that contain 

these types, and then relays the SDP information from one peer to the other depending on 

whether the type was an offer or an answer. The scripts utilize socket.io, a JavaScript wrapper 
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for WebSocket connections chosen for its reliability and ease of use, to transmit these 

descriptions to and from each peer which allows them to set their local and remote session 

descriptions and transmit ICE candidates to establish the connection that instantiates the media 

and data channels between the peers.  

Implementation 

A combination of both front-end and back-end tools is necessary for the creation and 

implementation of the architecture. The main approach utilized for the peer-to-peer architecture 

involved using a combination of the WebRTC protocol and JavaScript/React for creating and 

interfacing with the front-end web application, and Electron, a JavaScript-based framework to 

capture the desktop and transfer the remote desktop’s screen information using the media stream 

to the public webserver. 

Front-end Implementation 

 

Sitting on the front-end of the public web server is a React application created using npx, 

a JavaScript/Node.js package execution tool. React is a component-based JavaScript application 

framework that allows for the easy production of quality JavaScript code, with many quality-of-

life features over regular JavaScript pages. JavaScript was chosen as the base of the frameworks 

as it provides an intuitive and flexible platform for web interactivity that can be effortlessly read 

and duplicated. On the public web interface, the offer from the remote desktop application is 

replied to with a new RTCPeerConnection(), SDP answer, and any generated ICE candidates, 

which encompasses all the information required for the public webserver connection to complete 

its instantiation of a peer connection with other users. Among the other critical functions 

executed on the public webserver are the creation and capture of the mouse and keyboard events 
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on the React webpage. Using React’s keyboard and mouse handlers, data such as the mouse 

location and click or key tap events can be captured within the canvas of the web application.  

Furthermore, the new peer connection allows the sending of data across the RTC peer 

connection’s data channels, which are established via the remote desktop application using the 

createDataChannel() method. This channel enables arbitrary data transfer across the peer 

connection, crucial for facilitating user access to the remote desktop. Among the critical 

functions executed on the public webserver are the creation and capture of the mouse and 

keyboard events on the React webpage which utilizes this data channel to funnel events to the 

other peer. For instance, the OnMouseMove() function handler will extract the coordinates from 

the mouse location on the React page’s canvas. Once these coordinates are extracted, the event 

handler can then send these coordinates across the data channel at very fast speeds, allowing 

almost every single mouse event on the user’s end to be sent over to the remote desktop 

application where the mouse movement logic can be processed. Similar logic applies to mouse 

and keyboard interactions. While the remote desktop primarily manages the underlying logic 

processing, the front-end is responsible for capturing the necessary data over the data channel 

and ensuring it is transferred over the data channel without any abnormal interaction from the 

user. This aims to create a user-friendly interface in which accessing the remote desktop is as 

effortless and efficient for the end-users as possible.  

Remote Desktop and Back-end Implementation 

The back-end of this system is also powered by a separate React application, which sits 

behind an Electron server that collects all of its data to render and generate any key events 

passed from the public webserver.  The React application sitting in the App.js file handles much 
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of the initialization logic for setting up the RTC peer connection to the front-end peer. When the 

screen is shared, the back-end React server creates a media stream object that can be added to the 

peer connection and captures the current desktop based on the selected screen. The React app 

simultaneously creates the offer to the other peer using the createOffer() method and generates 

the necessary SDP information that is sent to the front-end web application via the signaling 

server, while also handling the answer returned from the front-end using the 

setRemoteDescription() method. Additionally, like the front-end, it also has the necessary 

signaling logic to handle the ICE candidates that are generated. It also handles the creation of the 

RTC data channel, where arbitrary data, such as the mouse movement, mouse clicks, and 

keyboard tap events, are able to be related from one peer to another, i.e., from the front-end peer 

to the back-end React server to be rendered via the Electron application. 

In addition to the React application, a Node.js framework, Electron, is also utilized to 

create the interface with which the back-end logic is rendered and selected. As it is a Node-based 

application, it is able to be controlled as well as interact with the remote desktop in an automated 

manner. Electron uses a context bridge to ensure that any data that is passed to the React 

application can be rendered in the Electron application. Thus, the data that is passed to the back-

end server is also able to be captured by the Electron application, which can then be used to send 

mouse and keyboard events via an automation library, Robotjs. As data is sent from the front-end 

to the back-end React server, Electron is able to utilize these data channel messages and 

automatically control the remote desktop. Figure 3.2 details the typical flow of the full event 

capture from the front-end to the Electron application, including the data channel and context 

bridge intermediaries.  
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Figure 3.2 

 

Order for Handling Mouse and Keyboard Events 

 

Signaling Implementation 

The signaling logic is a basic WebSocket server implementation utilizing the socket.io 

library. Given certain events within any peer connected to the socket.io server host, such as 

messages with an ‘offer’ or ‘answer’, or ‘icecandidate’ type, the WebSocket server is able to 

broadcast the messages with any associated data to the other peers connected to the socket server 

via the established TCP connection. Thus, when either peer receives these messages, they can 

reply to the WebSocket server which can then broadcast the reply to the other peers, allowing a 
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peer-to-peer connection to be established. At this point, the signaling logic is not necessary to 

continue communications, however, it remains best practice to keep the connections open if the 

ICE candidates update or there is an interruption in the current peer connection that needs to be 

re-signaled.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS 

 

 

 In this chapter, an examination of the results of the designed architecture of a remote 

desktop-sharing application will be conducted. Section I will discuss the evaluation parameters 

used to analyze the application. Then, Section II will include the results of the analysis of the 

metrics for the application, as well as a comparison against a few other commonly used remote 

desktop-sharing applications in terms of both quantitative performance as well as quality-of-

life/accessibility parameters. 

Evaluation Parameters 

 In order to examine the efficacy of the peer-to-peer architecture, different scenarios of 

load are tested across several platforms using several common metrics in remote desktop 

applications. The latency of the signaling server connection, the Round-Trip Time (RTT) 

between the peer connections used to transmit the video data, as well as the latency for basic 

keyboard and mouse events that are sent over the data channel within the RTC peer connection 

are all measured. Other additional metrics such as the frames per second of the encoded shared 

video, packet loss, and frames dropped will also be provided for the WebRTC-based connection. 

These tests will be performed using a combination of machines including Linux and Windows-

based user endpoints to view a remote host while using Google Chrome as the web browser due 

to the current functionality of WebRTC implementations in other browser selections. 

Furthermore, these various factors will be checked under different load uses, such as web 
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browsing, playing a video, and keyboard/mouse interaction to collect a wider array of data 

points.  

After such tests are completed, they are compared against the available results from a 

similar architecture utilizing vncserver with noVNC together sitting behind a reverse proxy to 

emulate a comparable system that uses NAT traversal techniques akin to the WebRTC 

architecture. The noVNC and VNC protocols were chosen due to their widespread usage in 

remote desktop applications, as well as the similarity in design philosophy utilizing only a 

browser for the user to access remote desktops as well as the relatively straightforward 

integration with reverse proxy servers. Similar parameters will be captured in these tests, at 

which point they will be compared to one another for a careful analysis of results. Figure 4.1 

shows the basic noVNC architecture that is being used for comparison. 
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Figure 4.1 

 

noVNC and Reverse Proxy Architecture 

 

Network Performance Results 

One important aspect to consider in deciding the efficacy of the WebRTC-based 

architecture is its network performance. Several metrics such as the round-trip time, connection 

establishments, and signaling latency will be examined for both the client and host side of the 

application. The screen-capture side of the application running Electron on the remote Windows 

10 machine can successfully send the video component via the WebRTC peer connection video 

encoding, as well as handle the mouse and keyboard events that are sent from the RTC data 
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channel. Using the built-in Date functions within JavaScript, the RTT for the socket.io 

WebSocket-based signaling server is ~140 milliseconds on average when sending and returning 

from Peer A to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Signaling server to Peer B and back with a 

range of 135 milliseconds to 150 milliseconds. Using the internal Chrome RTC stats API, an 

RTT of 1-3 ms was found in the RTC peer connection. Then, in examining the RTC connection 

between the two peers after signaling, the initial delay for establishing and sending data such as 

mouse and keyboard events across the RTC data channel appears to be around 200 milliseconds, 

but once established it is able to log every single mouse and keyboard event within 1-10 

milliseconds of one another, and it can occasionally send over 2 messages per millisecond. 

Additionally, the CPU utilization on the machine sharing the remote desktop screen is 

approximately 15 – 20% while active via browsing the web and other activities such as typing, 

and a CPU utilization of around 3-5% when inactive, meaning that no activities are being 

performed via the public web interface. Furthermore, data provided from Google Chrome’s 

WebRTC internals shows a constant 28-30 frames per second (FPS) during active use of the 

screen-capture application from the user’s window, with a relatively low RTT of 5 milliseconds 

for the peer connection. However, despite the low RTT between the two peers, the encoding and 

decoding process for the rendering of the desktop view adds a significant processing delay, 

which is around another additional 30 milliseconds, which aligns with the frames per second data 

that the RTC internals are displaying.  

 The user side of the application runs on a Windows 10 machine. On the front-end web 

application, the CPU usage is relatively low at .5% – 1% for an inactive browser window, 

increasing to around 5%-11% when generating mouse and keyboard events in the browser 

window. The bitrate of the peer connection is 3000-5000 bits sent/s when completely idle, 7000-
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9000 bits sent/s when only playing a video in the browser and no other interaction but sees a 

drastic increase to around 130,000 bits sent per second when actively controlling KBM controls 

in the browser. The bits received/s are noticeably greater as well, which aligns with the media 

transference from the desktop application to the web application, with ranges from 95,000 – 

130,000/ 230,000 – 270,000/ and 250,000 – 290,000 with I/O events, again aligning with the 

bidirectional nature of the RTC architecture of the two peers. Similar networking results are seen 

when running the front-end server from a Kali Linux machine on the same network. 

 Next, a VNC architecture utilizing noVNC being exposed to the internet via a reverse 

proxy on the same AWS server used in the previous tests will be examined.  The initial time to 

establish a connection between the user and the noVNC server after routing through the reverse 

proxy is approximately 580-800 milliseconds if all of the assets are cached in the browser, and 

up to 5 seconds to establish a connection if none of the assets are preloaded. However, due to the 

lightweight nature of noVNC, the host machine only runs at around 3-4% CPU utilization during 

inactive phases and only goes up to around 7% utilization from all of the related processes to 

serve the noVNC client even when utilizing a heavy I/O load from the keyboard and mouse. 

Additionally, the RTT for sending data between the noVNC client and VNC server is around 120 

milliseconds, mostly due to the connection through the reverse proxy on both ends. Like the 

RTC connection, multiple images are rendered in a short period, taking ~3 milliseconds between 

each new base 64 image to be rendered within the noVNC page according to the browser 

networking traffic logs. Tracking I/O event data in noVNC is not natively supported through its 

RFB capture, so there is no direct way to measure the mouse and keyboard events for direct RTC 

comparisons. Table 4.1 shows the relevant information comparing the P2P-Connnect and 

noVNC applications. 
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 Table 4.1 

 

 

Application Performance Comparison 

 

 

 P2P-Connect noVNC 

RTT (ms) 1 - 3 ~120 

CPU Utilization Idle (%) 3 - 5 3-4 

CPU Utilization Active (%) 15 - 20 6 - 8 

Instantiation Time (ms) 200-400  580 - 800 

ms/Message 0-10 3 

 

Accessibility Comparison 

 Another important factor to examine outside of the quantitative network performance is 

the accessibility and usability of the tool. Currently, installing the VNC server, the noVNC 

library, along with a reverse proxy tool on a public server is quite easy to automate. On the 

contrary, the current solution for the WebRTC architecture requires manual selection of the 

screen one wishes to share, as browsers such as Chrome and Firefox have specifically placed 

restrictions on certain APIs within the WebRTC library that make it very difficult if not 

impossible to automate the selection of the desktop capture without exposing the remote desktop 

to great security risk. However, in terms of the user accessing the remote desktop after the 

connection has been established between the browser and remote host, there is relatively little 

difference between a reverse proxy noVNC webserver and the WebRTC web application. 

Furthermore, the trade-off for WebRTC’s greater bandwidth usage is that the application can 

maintain a constant framerate, even when streaming video while the user is not active, as the 

noVNC/VNC protocol works to maintain bandwidth when idle, as compared to maintaining a 

constant latency. This is reliant on the importance of the UDP protocol, as constantly sending 
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packets, even if they arrive slightly out of order or get dropped, allows for a constant consistent 

video quality that noVNC is not able to provide over its implementation.  

 Another important factor in the examination of the accessibility is the system agnosticism 

of each application. The WebRTC application is system agnostic, able to run on Windows and 

Linux with a simple installation using the given libraries already built into the application 

packages. In contrast, noVNC in combination with VNC is not easily implemented within 

Windows Operating Systems but is relatively easy to establish the architecture on Linux. In 

terms of browser support, ultimately both applications are fully capable of supporting modern 

browsers given the correct RTC browser adapters are placed into the libraries before running, 

due to the differences in RTC implementation between browsers. Finally, due to the nature of 

symmetric NAT, any time a user behind a symmetric NAT wishes to utilize P2P-Connect, they 

will first have to establish a TURN server and modify the current ICE server configurations in 

order to support running the application, which will ultimately increase the delay. This is 

particularly detrimental to those using mobile networks to maintain internet access, as most 

mobile network configurations reside behind symmetric NAT types. This will ultimately cause 

the P2P-Connect design to more closely resemble the client-server and reverse proxy models that 

the noVNC application is based on, which is antithetical to the design philosophy of the project 

goals. 

Summary 

 The results of the application were examined under several different metrics, including 

round-trip time between communication endpoints, streaming bitrate, frames per second of 

video, and I/O latency. These results were then analyzed and compared against a noVNC reverse 
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proxy model, which is a current solution with similarities to the WebRTC architecture due to its 

NAT traversal abilities while sharing a remote environment. The results showed clear use cases 

for both applications, particularly that the WebRTC application is effective when video fidelity 

and consistent performance are of importance and is usable in small-scale environments for 

sharing remote desktops without overburdening either system. In this way, P2P-Connect was 

able to prove itself as a concept for remote desktop sharing.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

 

 This chapter explores the primary objectives of the study, as well as the findings and 

potential other avenues for research complete Section I details the primary objectives that were 

sought out in this study. Section II then summarizes the results from the evaluation of the 

application. Then, a brief conclusion on the project is given in section III. Finally, future 

recommendations for areas of interest study are given in section IV.  

Objectives of the Study 

 In the current field of Desktop-as-a-service, there is relatively little research related to 

peer-to-peer-based architectures for serving remote desktops. Most current peer-to-peer 

architectures are based either on a back-end application that utilizes software that both the user 

and the host must install, or instead based on a client-server model. The client-server model is an 

effective solution, however, in small to medium-sized organizations, server overhead can be a 

great cost. As a result, this project sought to use the web-based peer-to-peer framework WebRTC 

as a method to establish an easy-to-use application interface for remote desktop sharing while 

minimizing server costs. The primary objective of this study was to determine the efficacy of 

such a solution.  

 Another objective of this study was to find a secure method of sharing a desktop 

environment that sits behind a NAT. Typically when exposing multiple private machines to a 
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service, a reverse proxy server must be used to expose their services to a public interface. This 

can also result in greater latency and overhead in remote desktop services. One of the key 

features of WebRTC is its utilization of the STUN/TURN protocols, which allow for NAT 

traversal, even between two peers behind NATs. This allows for a minimal setup method for two 

peers behind NAT to communicate with one another over the web. 

Summary of the Findings 

 The primary objectives for the peer-to-peer architecture were successful. Particularly a 

successful remote desktop capture and control tool was able to be made leveraging the primary 

WebRTC protocol components, allowing peers to communicate with one another over UDP. 

Furthermore, the STUN protocol implementation within WebRTC addressed the primary issue of 

NAT traversal. However, the quantitative analysis of P2P-Connect against the reverse-

proxy/noVNC infrastructure shows that it has specific use cases that may not be suitable for all 

implementations. Particularly, the remote desktop client CPU utilization was relatively greater 

than the CPU utilization found in the noVNC solution, so if the remote desktop has low 

processing capabilities, it may bottleneck performance. Similarly, on the public webserver, there 

was a slight increase in CPU utilization when using the browser. This increased CPU utilization, 

along with the increased network bandwidth, however, is necessary to ensure the high-quality 

stream of the remote desktop, which has applications in services that require a greater video 

fidelity than the lower bitrate solutions provide. Furthermore, the application can doubly serve as 

a desktop sharing mechanism, as the CPU utilization and bandwidth utilization are substantially 

lower when I/O is not being sent and processed over the RTC data channel/and rendered in the 

media stream. In terms of accessibility, the WebRTC met most of the ease-of-use standards, 

requiring minimal knowledge from the user to access the remote desktop. Furthermore, little 
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application setup is required on the server end, the only major limitation to accessibility being 

found in the initialization of the screen-sharing mechanism, which requires manual user input 

due to the nature of the desktop capturer in the web-based Electron application.  

Conclusions 

  In an effort to provide an accessible and efficient remote desktop sharing mechanism, a 

peer-to-peer connection architecture was developed. This was accomplished using a variety of 

different protocols and libraries. The primary communication protocols that exist in this 

architecture are the WebRTC protocol, responsible for creating the SDP information that 

determines the media stream behavior between the two peers, as well as exchanging arbitrary 

data in the form of mouse and keyboard events over its data channels. Other communication 

protocols include the STUN protocol that is used to establish a connection behind NAT for the 

two peers, as well as the signaling servers, which provide a communication endpoint for the 

users to allow them to establish the peer-to-peer connections. The other tools used include 

JavaScript and React to create the public webserver interface and render any user inputs to be 

sent over the data channel. Then on the remote desktop endpoint, a combination of React and 

Electron are used to capture and process user inputs. 

 This combination of tools proved to provide a successful build of a peer-to-peer remote 

desktop-sharing architecture. The performance of this architecture was measured on both its 

quantitative performance, using metrics such as latency, bitrate, frames per second, and CPU 

utilization, as well as its accessibility parameters. These results were also contrasted against a 

reverse proxy noVNC architecture to give scope to the objectives that this project was attempting 
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to accomplish. The fulfillment of these objectives intends to provide future researchers with a 

path to examine similar and improved remote desktop-sharing applications.  

Recommendations for Further Study 

 There is still a great deal of research and exploration that can be done in the field of 

Desktops-as-a-Service. The key limitation found in the accessibility of the P2P-Connect 

architecture was with the automation of the screen sharing decision that is performed by the 

Electron application running on the remote desktop endpoint. Thus, an examination of different 

desktop capturing methods that could stream over the RTC peer connection would potentially 

prove effective in automating the screen capture. For instance, if a command-line RTC client that 

could capture and stream the desktop were available, it could potentially solve a multitude of 

issues within the current solution such as the automation of setup during the provisioning of a 

new remote desktop environment. Additionally, the data flow on the remote desktop side of the 

application may be potentially improved, as the current solution of rendering a local React server 

in the Electron application, and then processing the data provides an additional layer of 

communication between the user and remote desktop control, which could be a communication 

point that could be optimized in future editions of the application in order to reduce client load.  

 Another area of research to explore is a combination of current DaaS solutions such as 

the P2P-Connect and noVNC solutions. This may prove to be valuable as a focal point to explore 

in future editions of the application by combining the best aspects of each different tool. This 

would ideally allow for the video fidelity and quick sent I/O events that WebRTC provides while 

maintaining a relatively lightweight nature that can be seen in VNC or X server implementations.  
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An additional important topic to potentially examine is the feasibility of provisioning 

these web-based remote desktop applications under greater load, particularly when multiple 

desktops are accessed from the same public server. It is important to examine large-scale 

applicability for multiple users utilizing the application at the same time as to determine the 

scalability and bottlenecks of the application.  
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